Abstract-Cooperative relaying has the potential to enhance wireless link throughput, while rateless-coded transmission adapts to the wireless channel automatically. The combination of both holds promising performance enhancement for practical wireless communications. Relay selection is a challenging issue in conventional cooperative communications and attracts extensive research. However, there is little literature on the investigation of relay selection in the context of rateless-coded cooperative relaying. We argue that the relay selection scheme for the conventional cooperative relaying is suboptimal when being applied to the rateless-coded cooperative relaying due to their fundamental differences in signal processing. In this paper, we propose a relay selection scheme specifically for rateless-coded cooperative relaying. The relay selection protocol is devised and the associated selection criterion is derived. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed relay selection scheme outperforms other existing ones in literature, therefore justifying our arguments.
INTRODUCTION
Cooperative relaying, in which one or more relays assist a source in forwarding its message to a destination, emerges as a promising technique to combat fading in wireless network, so as to achieve diversity gain as well as reducing power consumption. There have been extensive ongoing research activities to develop cooperative relaying protocols and resource management techniques to exploit its potential benefits [1] - [3] . In the conventional cooperative relaying, fixed-rate code is employed for transmission, in which energy of orthogonal transmissions from different nodes is combined by the receiver. The problem with such fixed-rate coding is that the outage probability of transmission is never zero without precise channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter. In comparison to fixed-rate codes, rateless codes [4] , as what it sounds, do not have a fixed rate for transmission. Instead, the transmission adapts the rate "on the fly" to the channel status, and requires no knowledge of CSI or even channel statistics at the transmitter [5] . According to the principle of rateless codes, the transmitter sends rateless-coded packets, and the receiver keeps accumulating mutual information from the transmitter until it becomes capable of successfully decoding the transmitted message [6] . In the event that the destination successfully decodes, it sends an acknowledgement to inform the transmitter so that the transmitter can terminate ratelesscoded transmission of the data packet and starts next data packet transmission.
Merits of rateless codes in relaying schemes have been demonstrated by many research works [5] - [11] . Among these works, a simplified model consisting of three nodes, i.e. a source, a relay and a destination, is investigated [5] [7] [8] . This configuration forms the building block for all relay networks but should be generalized into practical networks. In [6] , several multi-relay quasi-synchronous and asynchronous rateless coded schemes are proposed. In a practical network setting with multiple relays, single relay selection is an important research issue that has attracted many research efforts in the conventional cooperative communications [12] - [14] [14], due to its simplicity and yet considerably large energy efficiency and full diversity gain. Relay selection has also been discussed in the context of rateless-coded cooperation in recent literature [8] - [11] . A power scheduling scheme is proposed in [8] to turn on or off the power of relay, in an attempt to opportunistically utilize relay for data forwarding. A selection-based rateless coded cooperative protocol is proposed in [9] , in which among a set of relays that can decode the source's information one relay having a best relay-destination link is effectively selected as the desired relay to participate in cooperation. A relay selection scheme similar to [12] is adopted in [10] [11] for rateless-coded cooperative relaying. In these schemes, the relay selection criterion is essentially identical to that used for the conventional fixedrated cooperative relaying. We argue that due to the difference in information collection manners between the rateless-coded cooperation and the conventional cooperation, the relay selection criterion should also be fundamentally different. The relay selection scheme used for conventional cooperation through energy accumulation is suboptimal when being applied to rateless-coded cooperation through mutual information accumulation. Therefore, the optimal selection scheme specifically appropriate for rateless-coded cooperative relaying is desired in order to fully explore its potentials.
The contribution of this paper is that we propose a relay selection scheme specifically for rateless-coded cooperative relaying. The scheme consists of two parts. In the first part, we devise a relay selection protocol, in which a relay that could optimally help the destination accumulate mutual information is selected to participate in cooperation. To facilitate the selection scheme, a relay selection criterion is then derived in the second part. The criterion is fundamentally different from that used in the conventional cooperation scheme. Compared with existing relay selection schemes in the literature, either applied to conventional or rateless-coded cooperation, our proposed scheme outperforms them by giving rise to higher channel capacity.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the rateless-coded cooperation system model in this study, and present the proposed relay selection protocol. The associated relay selection criterion for the protocol is then derived and described in Section III. In Section IV, we present some simulation results of our proposed scheme in comparison with other existing schemes. This is followed by the conclusion in Section V.
II. RELAY SELECTION PROTOCOL
The system model of consideration here is a sourcedestination pair with multiple relay candidates in between, as illustrated in Figure 1 . which is common practice in the literature. In this section, we devise the relay selection protocol for rateless-coded cooperative relaying, which is substantially different from that for the conventional cooperative relaying [12] - [14] [14] . In the conventional cooperative relaying, essentially the relay nodes or (and) the destination performs channel measurements on the corresponding wireless links, and feedback(s) to the source to conduct relay selection in a centralized way [13] , or in a semi-distributed way with less feedback overhead [14] , or in a fully distributed way without feedbacks [12] . Since mutual information accumulation rather than energy accumulation is performed by receiving nodes in rateless-coded cooperative relaying, the receiver processing mechanism as well as the relationship of link capacity with respect to channel quality for the conventional cooperative relaying does not hold anymore. As a result, a new relay selection protocol as well as selection criterion for conventional cooperative relaying are required to cope with the rateless-coded cooperative relaying. We devise an appropriate relay selection protocol, which is schematically sketched in Figure 1 . Five steps are taken for the destination to obtain knowledge of the source and relay nodes, and to determine and select the best relay, which are described as follows.
1) After synchronization of all nodes, at
Step 1, the source (S) transmits a request message using rateless codes ( m1 message depicted in Figure 1 . ), the destination (D) and surrounding relay nodes (R i , with i denoting the index of relay node) keep accumulating respective received information and attempt to decode the request message.
2) At step 2, any node that successfully decodes the message then broadcasts a feedback message (ACK1_Rx message depicted in Figure 1 . ) to inform the source of reception. Before its own successful decoding, the destination can also receive individual feedbacks from relay nodes that can decode before itself. The destination stores the reception times of individual feedbacks from relay nodes. At the point of successful decoding, the destination also sends back a feedback message ( ACK1_D message depicted in Figure 1 . ) to the source, so that the source terminates transmitting the rateless-coded request message.
3) At Step 3, after feeding back to the source, the destination initiates a response message (m2 message depicted in Figure 1 . ). The source and surrounding relay nodes keep accumulating respective received information and attempt to decode the response message.
4) As a counterpart of
Step 2, at Step 4, any relay that can decode before the transmitter sends a feedback message (ACK2_Rx message depicted in Figure 1. ) to inform the destination of reception. The destination stores the reception times of individual feedbacks from relay nodes before that from the source (ACK2_S message depicted in Figure 1 . ) and then terminates transmitting the ratelesscoded response message.
5) At
Step 5, by our proposed relay selection criterion, the destination then determines a best relay from the available relay nodes according to the reception times of feedback messages from Step 2 and Step 4. Afterwards, the destination sends the acknowledgement message to both the source and the selected relay ( ACK3_D message depicted in Figure 1 . ) for cooperation in subsequent data transmissions.
To further illustrate the selection procedure, we note that in Figure 1 . , R4 cannot decode the m1 message before the destination does due to its channel to the source has lower quality than that between the source and the destination. Therefore, when the destination sends the ACK1_D message, the source terminates transmitting the rateless-coded m1 message. As a result, R4 can no longer accumulate information for decoding the m1 message, thus it loses the chance to become a potential relay and remains silent during the subsequent selection procedure and cooperation round. Likewise, in Figure 1 . , R1 cannot decode the m2 message before the source does and thus becomes unavailable either. During the abovementioned procedure, to avoid potential collisions of feedback messages from different nodes, a contention minislot concept similar to [15] could be utilized to alleviate the situation. The relay selection protocol devised above can ensure that any relay selected from the relay candidates experiences better source-relay and relaydestination channel qualities than the source-destination channel, which ensures that the relay so selected can definitely yield positive cooperation gain during the data transmission phase.
III. RELAY SELECTION CRITERION
With the knowledge of reception times of individual feedbacks from both the source and the positive relay nodes, the destination determines the decoding times of m1 and m2 of the source and positive relay nodes. To handle the relay selection, we propose a selection criterion. Since mutual information accumulation rather than energy accumulation is performed by receiving nodes in rateless-coded cooperative relaying, the relay selection criterion for conventional cooperative relaying needs to be modified accordingly. In our system model, assume that one of the relay nodes is selected for cooperative relaying and is denoted as R i , and the channel uses taken by R i to decode the transmitted data from S is denoted as 1 i t . During the data reception of R i , D also receives and attempts to decode the transmitted data. The accumulated mutual information of D during the first phase (i.e., R i reception phase) can be calculated as The total channel uses by D to successfully decode the data transmitted from S with assistance of R i is thus given by ( )
Therefore, to achieve the highest transmission rates between S and D is equivalent to selecting an R i which gives rise the minimum value of i d t . As a result, the relay selection criterion of our scheme is derived to be R can always offer better performance than direct transmission. It is noted that the proposed criterion fundamentally differs from the criterion used in the conventional relaying [11] [12] . This is due to the fact that in the rateless-coded cooperation, mutual information rather than energy is accumulated at the destination.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation scenario in our study consists of a pair of source and destination with sixteen relay candidates located in between. The distance between the source and the destination is normalized to unity, and the relay nodes are randomly distributed around the midpoint of the line connecting the source and the destination. Channels between all nodes are assumed to be frequency-flat block-fading Rayleigh channels. The noise at the receiver is assumed to be complex Gaussian distributed with the mean zero and variance one. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the capacity comparison between rateless-coded and conventional fixed-rated cooperative transmissions, at low and high SNR regimes, respectively. In both figures, Rateless_Coop refers to the achievable capacity of rateless-coded cooperative transmission by our proposed relay selection scheme; Conv_Coop refers to that of conventional cooperative transmission by the conventional relay selection scheme [11] [12] ; Direct refers to the direct transmission scheme. In Figure 2 we observe the following three features. Firstly, at low SNR regime both rateless-coded and conventional cooperative transmission result in higher capacity compared to the direct transmission. This is expected since cooperative relaying, either mutual information or energy accumulation, benefits from both power and diversity gains. Secondly, the rateless-coded cooperation constantly outperforms the conventional cooperation. This is mainly due to the fact that by virtue of rateless-coded transmission, mutual information, i.e. information bits, can be accumulated directly for decoding, which is more spectrumefficient than the energy accumulation of the conventional cooperation. Finally, with increasing SNR, performance gain of the conventional cooperation over the direct transmission is reduced, which is due to the multiplexing loss subject to the half-duplex relay constraint. In contrast, rateless-coded cooperation does not have such performance loss.
In Figure 3 we observe the following two features. Firstly, since the multiplexing relay loss associated with the conventional cooperative transmission has been taken into account in the relay selection, no relay will be selected at high SNR regime, hence the conventional cooperative transmission in effect reverts to the direct transmission. Secondly, in contrast to the conventional cooperation, the rateless-coded cooperation constantly outperforms the direct transmission. This indicates that even at high SNR regime, an appropriate relay can be selected by our proposed scheme for beneficial cooperation. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the capacity comparison of the rateless-coded cooperation by different relay selection schemes. In both figures, Proposed Scheme refers to the our proposed relay selection scheme described in Section II and III; Conv. Scheme 1 refers to the relay selection scheme for conventional two-hop transmission [12] ; and Conv. Scheme 2 refers to the relay selection scheme for conventional cooperative transmission [11] . We have evaluated the achievable rates of the different relay selection schemes by Monte Carlo simulations. For 10,000 simulations we observed that in over 40 percent cases our proposed selection scheme and those conventional selection schemes result in different relays selected for participating in the cooperative transmission. This is due to different selection criterion employed in each scheme, which is essentially dependent on the way how signals from the source and the relay are processed by the destination. In Figure  4 we observe the following two features. Firstly, at the low SNR regime, the rateless-coded transmission, with any relay selection criterion, outperforms the direct transmission. Secondly, Rateless-coded cooperation by our proposed relay selection scheme constantly outperforms that by both conventional relay selection schemes. This indicates that selecting a relay by conventional schemes results in suboptimal performance for rateless-coded cooperation. The optimal performance is obtained by selecting the best relay by our proposed relay selection scheme. This is attributed to the fact that our proposed relay selection scheme inherently exploits the characteristics of rateless-coded cooperation.
In Figure 5 we observe the following three features. Firstly, at the high SNR regime, the rateless-coded cooperative transmission employing the conventional cooperative relay selection criterion actually reverts to direct transmission, because the conventional relay selection schemes naturally result in none positive relay selected when source-destination channel is strong enough. In other words, the rateless-coded cooperative transmission scheme employing the conventional relay selection criterion in [11] is no longer superior to the direct transmission scheme. Secondly, the rateless-coded cooperative transmission employing the conventional two-hop relay selection scheme underperforms the direct transmission, since in this case no mutual information is accumulated from the direct source-destination link. In effect, the destination starts accumulating mutual information after the selected relay successfully decodes, and the destination only accumulates mutual information from the relay-destination link. Finally, our proposed relay selection scheme results in the best performance among all transmissions, which further justify our proposal.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have devised a relay selection procedure and derived the associated relay selection criterion applicable to rateless-coded cooperative relaying. By the proposed relay selection scheme, a relay capable of giving rise to the highest transmission efficiency is opportunistically selected to participate in the cooperative transmission. Simulation results demonstrate that the system capacity can be enhanced by our scheme compared to using conventional relay selection schemes, and thus justifies our scheme. 
